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1 
This invention has for its principal object the 

production of an X-ray?uoroscopic apparatus 
for permitting detection and visual inspection, 
for inde?nitely long periods of time, of a nor 
mally invisible object or ‘entity, such as a frac 
tured bone or a foreign object in the body, or 
hidden defects or internal flaws in an object such 
as in a metallic shaft or the like, without injury 
to the patient, operator, or others, who ordinarily 
might suffer injury when subjected to the dele 
terious effects from overexposure to the intensity 
of an X-ray beam. The results achieved by 
means of the invention, accordingly, are equally 
enicacious when the invention is practiced either 
in the ?eld of medicine and surgery or indus 
trially. 
A further object of the invention is the produc 

tion of an X-ray ?uoroscopic apparatus of the 
character above described which may be effec 
tively operated with a current of relatively small 
volume to thereby obviate danger of overheating 
of the X-ray tube and adjacent parts and to 
minimize the expense‘of‘ operation. 
A further object of the invention is the produc 

tion of an X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus so con“ 
structed and so operating as to permit continu 
ous visual inspection of the image of the object 
examined. in daylight or under normal room 
lighting, as in an operating room, without neces 
sitating the adaptation of the operator’s eyes i 
to the existing light and to thereby facilitate 
surgical removal of buried foreign bodies or the 
setting of fractured bones. 
A further ‘object of ‘the invention is an im 

proved method of practicing X-ray ?uoroscopy 
whereby the above and other desired results may 
be achieved. ‘ 

A further object of the invention is the pro 
duction of an X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus of the 
character described which may be portable and 
easily adapted for ?eld use because, among other 
things, of the substantial reduced transformer 
power required for the X-ray tube and the conse 
quent decrease in the weight ‘of necessary equip 
ment ordinarily required in X-ray ?uoroscopy. 

Still a further object of the invention is the 
provision in an apparatus of the above character 
of a movable‘ gas counter tube the movement of 
which is synchronized With the vertical recipro 
cating movement or “frame rate” of the scanning 
mechanism employed thus enabling the use of a 
much smaller counter tube than ordinarily would 
be necessary.‘ _ 

A further object of'the invention is the in 
clusion in an apparatus of'the above character 
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2 
of ‘means for expediting the deionization of the 
counter tube immediately after each ionizing 
event occurs to thereby enhance the e?iciency of 
the tube and render it capable of operating with 
su?icient rapidity to enable it to keep pace with 
the operation of the scanning mechanism in the 
organization of the elements of the invention. 
Further and other objects and advantages of 

the invention will appear from the accompany 
ing description, the invention consisting in the 
novel X-ray ?uoroscopic apparatus and method 
of practicing X-ray ?uoroscopy hereinafter more 
particularly described and then speci?ed in the 
claims. 
In the accompanying drawings illustrating a 

practical embodiment of the invention: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the apparatus 

with its accompanying electrical operating and 
synchronizing circuits. 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged perspective view of a 
modi?cation of some of the parts of the appa 
ratus. 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the X-ray tube. 
Fig. 4 is an electrical diagram of a modi?ed 

circuit for the gas counter tube, such as that of 
the Geiger-Mueller type, functioning as a uni 
form pulse generator operating on a voltage ex 
ceeding that of the threshold voltage. 

Fig. 5 are diagrams showing the characteristic 
curves of the phase relationship between the 
counter tube applied voltage, the X-ray beam in 
tensity and the plate voltage of the thyratron 
tube, when the apparatus operates according to 
the modi?cation of ‘Fig. 4. ’ 

Fig. 6 is an electrical diagram of a modi?cation 
of the circuit of Fig. 4. 
In practicing the instant invention, advantage 

is taken of the extreme sensitivity to X-ray radia 
tions of a gas counter tube such as that of the 
Geiger-Mueller type, permitting it to detect and 
record the densities of the elements of an image 
created by an X-ray beam penetrating a nor~ 

‘ mally opaque object or entity. The passage of 
this X-ray beam into the sensitive volume inter 
mediate the electrodes of the counter tube will 
be manifested in the form of a succession of 
electrical impulses produced by abrupt changes 
in voltage of the central wire or anode of the 
counter tube brought about by successive ioniza 
tions of the gas contained in the tube. The elec 
trical impulses so produced subsequently are re» 
created, as will be presently described, in the 
form .of visible light areas corresponding to the 

55 elements of the image of the object studied, 
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which permits continuous visual inspection of the 
image. 

According to the invention, also, the invisible 
object or entity examined is at no time subjected 
to the full intensity of the X-ray beam but to a 
single ray only of said beam at any given instant 
or fraction of an instant of time and the pene 
trating rays are projected through the object ex 
amined in very ‘rapid succession both vertically 
and laterally’ahdlimmediatelyadjacent to each 
other over a predetermined area to initially create 
an invisible image of the examined object. The 
method employed simulates somewhat the me 
chanical horizontal and vertical‘s‘ca‘nning of the 
re?ected light rays of the elements of a visible 
entity as received by a photoelectric cell or similar 
detector and as utilized in a television type re 
ceiver, the distinction being, 'li'd'weventhat in the 
instant invention the repeating action is provided 
for the individual penetratng rays or radiations 
of an X-ray beam generated by an X-ray tube 
and projected fromiits-targetthrough the invisible 
examineduobject. .In Tithe vtelevision apparatus, 
the’ normally opaque object examined is not inter 
posed Tbetwee‘ngthe scanning device and the, light 
detector as inthetpresentieasaiwherei a gas coun 
ter tube-is placed, behind the examined object. 

v Referring in detail to {the drawings: 
The vertical'and horizontal members of any 

suitable typed-supporters indicated at to and 
l I respectively, 'Fastenedtorthe~~vertica1 member 
‘I0 is anrangledsstmt 1:2 -w,li:ic_h~rigidly carries a 
shield t3 comprising;anwopadue-plate composed 
of a lead-like material impervious to the passage 
therethrougl'i‘ of “the: mysrofl an 'X-ray beam gen 
erated by ‘a ' conventional - X~ray ‘ tube > Iii shown 

more clearly ' .in-~;Fi~g~. \ :3. 1 SQJidrtHbl-E is positioned 
adjacent the ' plate 4%, strides-provided with the 
usual heating cathode IS an‘ anode; or target Iii, 
preferably of tungsten, Pas ell as the focusing 
cup -or ;eyli_nder "fill {for ‘con?ning ~_,thev electrons 
emitted by the heating cathode within a limited 
area and .for directing ‘them: against the inclined 
face "of; the anodertaiiget ~16 ~~wihich~>in turn gen 
erates the X-rays and-directs “the beam ‘thereof 
tangentially in the-‘direction ctr-an aligning‘ rec 
tangular: aperture for: opening 11'. in the vertical 
plate 'I 3‘ through which-aportion of the primary 
rays olfhthet'b'eain pass. ~'I’he'_-target spot of ‘the 
anode l5 isfthe' radiantypointrof the conical beam 
or; pencil arrays ;generatedby._.the xeray tube so 
that any » given » ray ‘ofqthat - beam » originates at 

that point. H _> W ,7 

'The heating cathode LIVE-sand anode iii of the 
X-ray tube are iconnectedpto-suitable insulated 
conductors ‘[8 which maysupport the tube and 
which in turn are. supported-:by‘a bracket 19 fas 
tened to the'strut' 12.‘ ‘ 3Said conductors e-l 8“ are con 
nected to a source'gof high voltage well ?ltered 
direct current, (notshown) ~ and-having, for most 
purposes, apoter'itial of».;irom"7'5,000 to 100,000 
volts. Because.oflthesensitivlty of the gas coun 
ter tubeemployed' in- the, systemrof the invention, 
however, the yolumeotcurrent could be as low 
as 5 milliamperes' instead of 25 to 100 milliam 
peres usuallyrequiredin- X-r-ay- fluoroscopy and 
radiography. .-It is important nevertheless, that 
the currentlbe well-?ltered as any voltage ripple 
williresult ina vcorrespending.ripplejin the X-ray 
radiations which a?re-eimpressed on the detecting 
instrumentalities- .of the system . and will ?nally 
manifest vthem‘selves :as ~ distortions in the i image 
of :the-object-orgentity examined.~ - Because of the 
small Xl'ray tube icurrentrrequired; ‘adequate rec 
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ti?cation and ?ltering of the high voltage cur 
rent should not be di?icult. 
A rotatable drum composed of a lead-like'ma 

terial opaque to X-rays is indicated as 20. Said 
drum is provided with a plurality of pin-holes 2i 
in the annular Wall thereof which are equally 
spaced from each other and from the upper pe 
ripheral edge of the drum. Said pin-holes 2i are 
positioned so as to :be in :alignment'awithwhe target 
spot of the anode 16 of the iX-rray tube and with 
the rectangular aperture 11’ in the shielding plate 
id as the annular wall of the drum revolves 
around the drum axis whereby a single ray of 
the ‘X-ray beam, "represented in dotted lines for 
instance at 22, passes or is projected through one 
of the pin-‘holes at any given instant and through 
the object or entityvv being examined which for 
clarity ‘of "description only is here represented 
as theloWer portion of a leg 23 of a person. No 
precise number of pin-holes 2| is necessary as the 
number may vary .to :suit varying conditions. 
The drum 5 iil?justrdescribedeis rotated by a .con 

ventional vmotor indicated {diagrammatically at 
24'the motor shaftof _whichis.connectedatoacon 

'= ventional .re'ductionwgear;.andrightsangled -,drive 
(not shown) within-agearbox 25 whichgearine 
is operatively connected to. {the ~.d;eum ishait ~25 
which is'?xedto .thedrum. Thetpineholes llv in 
the annular wallet-thedrwn accordinglyrarerre 
volved around the -axis poi ~the..drum~.shaft =as..;a 
center and one o?themglis, at .all ttimesainelign 
ment with .the :targeuspot .of {the .~X-.1:ay-~1ti1be. 
The base .of thecdrlumsis cut-aoutlat spaced inter 
vals vto provide fan ‘blades 21 .qconstituting-iair 
cooling elements,- fprcoolingtheX-ray tube; 121l- by 
circulation of air around it, as the drum rotates 
with its shaft<2E,. Theshaiixof:thermotor-lisialso 
connected through. ~a-.conventional;reducti0n gear 
and right-angled.driveilnotshown zcontamedtin. 

; a second gear box indicated lat-2 8e-whichemech 
anism is (also conneeteditoeaahorizontallygextend 
ing rotatable ‘shaft. 29, .carryingjta .oam;~30. is 
?xed thereon. .Thelcomigurationvofrthezperiph 
eral edge of vsaidicamis best-lillnstratedrin:Eig. 2 
with its lowermost :pointh-indicatedcat 3.0:’. :Saili 
edge constantly.- erigages'a roller 3t icurnallcdin 
the arms "of ‘a biiacleetedzrwhich iisiastenedstosven 
tical > member to act, the supportppreviouslyxree 
ferred to. ' 

A U-shapedrbracket;is-.z-indicated at¥33raaridds 
fastened" torthe gean hoxe25 rand 'locselycreceives 
the rotatable“ drumlshaitiité thereth-rough. isai'd 
bracket 33 is providedxwithupwardlyt extending 
parallel armspsii. additional-azbracketifor piv 
otally supporting“ 'Hheleentire idrumeand motor 
assembly is indicated .at??zandziszb OltEdBOI’L other 
Wise secured to the vertical memberoisil. .ctSaid 
supp orting ‘bracket is. I;providedfwithvoutwardly 
extending supportinggarmszi?iwhichrareipivotally 
connected,1.as by ipins ,ori:pivots-;:€3>l,:to the ,upper 
ends of'rarms <34, ‘the pivoted-connections being 
such that the..lo-ngitudinaltraznsxo?rthe spivcts'zis‘l 
are inv horizontal aalignmentrwithi-the; itargetspot 
of the anode: 4510f :the‘s'xz-ramtulae. 
A disc commutator::is;:iniiicatedLatBB. I :is 

carried by and Zrotateswi-th.-;the-.adrum shafti?e 
and it is the rrevei'sezo?-aavcqnventional lpcommu 
tator in that: electrical. contact .isrma-de with :the 
smaller of the-.contactaseements#-.3?:en=.itsiperiph 
ery rather than<tyvithetheiiintermediatebroader 
segments 130" Which-tare nomposednofean insulating 
material. .Thapumbercof --contaic_tqs_egments, 3-9 
equals the number of pin-holes 2| intheqwall of 
the drum-~ 20 andsaidssegments @arereon-nected 
together @by .iar-condllotiilgqrlngi41“which; in, turn 
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is connected by conducting wire 42 to a metallic. 
slip ring or collector 43 carried by but insulated 
from shaft 26. A contact strip or brush is indi 
cated at M. The free end of said contact strip 
engages and makes slidable contact with the slip‘ 
ring 43 while the other end is connected to one 
of the arms3£l of bracket 33. A second Contact 
strip ‘or brush is indicated at 44' and is provided 
adjacent its free end with an angled contact 
member 45 adapted to successively engagethe 
contact segments 39 as the commutator‘ ‘rotates. 
The oppositeend of said brush 44' is connected 
to but insulated from the other of the arms 34 
of bracket 33. ‘ 
A tension spring is indicated at 46 audits‘ ends 

are attached to an arm. 34‘ of. bracket 33 and a 
supporting arm 36 of bracket. 35 and it acts to 
swing the entire suspended drum and motor as‘ 
semblyon pivots 31 and in the direction of Vere 
tical member ill by‘ a snap action when the roller‘ 
3|‘ engages the lowermost point 3.0’ of‘ the edge. 
of ‘the cam til; A‘solenoid. 41 has also been pro 
vided for a‘purpose to be described. It is supplied. 
with‘the usual external‘ winding 48 ‘and it is fas 
tened to the horizontal support by a U-bracket 
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25. 
($9. The movable core of said solenoid. is tapered . 
and is indicated at 5d and‘ it is‘ held and supported 
by‘ a strip El fastened to the gear box 25 so that 
a free reciprocating movement is imparted to said 
core within the solenoid to change the inductance 

‘ of coil 48 when the drum and. motor assembly 
oscillates or rocks on its pivots 31‘. 
The degree of rocking or oscillationof. the drum 

and motor assembly on pivots 31 is. relatively 
small,‘ the amplitude of: oscillation being detere 
mined by the height of ‘the: aperture IT’ in plate 
l3, that is; the distance between the horizontal 
walls of said aperture which distance also de?nes 
the limits of the relative vertical position of any 
given rayof the Xr-ray beamvpassing through. said 
aperture. A forward pivotal movement of the 
drum and motor asseinblyoii pivots. 31' is brought 
about positively by engagement of. the: high side 
of the edge of the cam 3!! with roller 3l' while a 
reverse movement in the opposite“ direction to 
swing the drum ‘and motor assembly towards the 
vertical member It] is effected partially by the 
action of the‘ spring 45 when ‘roller 3! engages the 
lowermost point iii’ of‘the cam edge. The motor 
and drum assembly is shown in‘ approximately 
neutral position in Fig. 1 and each cycle of a 
complete oscillation. onpi'vots 31. may be. vreferred. 
to hereinafter “as the “frame rate” of the vertical“ 
scanning operation. _ 

The‘ relative ratio of the gears in gear box‘ 25 
vis such that approximately 150 pin-holes" 21 are 
brought into alignment withi'aperture ll’, each 
for passage‘ of a single ray of the X-ray beam 
therethrough, ‘during each. cycle ‘of ‘oscillation of‘ 
the drum and ‘motor assembly on?pivots 31.. This 
number is arbitrary and indicates‘ approximately 
the speed of rotation 'of the‘ drum 20‘ and it is not 
an indication. that the number of pin=holes may 
not be ‘varied. The dimensions of‘ the‘ aperture 
5'!’ are such that immediately when one pinel'iole 
passes out of alignment with the aperture or 
beyond its lateral limits‘ as” de?ned by its‘ width, 
the next succeeding pin=hole enters the. opposite 
lateral limit of the aperture; This relative move 
ment of the‘ pin-holes withrespect to the aperture‘ 
l'l' through which the lei-ray beam is. projected 
may be referred to as-‘the‘hor-izontal scanning 
operation. The relative: ratio ‘of the reduction 
gearsin gearbox 2:8 ‘is such that the drum and. 
mo‘toirasseinbly, because... of thel‘a‘ction of the cam; 
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6 
30. and spring to, may complete a ‘full cycle of 
oscillation on pivots 37 about once every second 
which is given as an example only and. may be 
varied. In practice, the horizontal scanning‘ op‘ 
eration is relatively much more rapid than the 
vertical scanning or frame rate. 
The reference numeral 52 indicates a sensitive 

detector in .the‘forlni of a gas counter tube’which 
preferably is of the Geiger-‘Mueller type. The gas 
contained‘i'n the tube is one which‘ produces a 
large yield of ions when subjected to the intensity 
of the rays of an X-ray beam or the hardness 
commonly used for radiogi‘aphy and nuorosco y. 
A mixture of argon and ether is suitable for the‘ 
purpose although other gases or mixtures théi'e‘iif 
may be used effectively. The cathode 53 or the 
counter tube may be ofbrass and is the form‘ 
of a. cyll?dél‘ or Séiiii-IG-I‘Jli?déi‘ h’étili'ifi'g Eli‘éjécté? 
area facing the X-Z‘QSI béal’h 6f a size so iié 
include Within it the area ‘of radiation as ‘meas 
ured and defined by the piii-hole‘s'? and the site 
of the‘aperture opening I'I". ‘The some ‘or tear 
tral wire 54 of the counter tube may beef sten. It extends lbnlg'itudiilahy or the tube éfii? is 

concentric with the longitudinala‘i'ris of‘the cathe 
ode 53. Thé en'ifélépe 6f the tube may be (“if the 
type‘o‘f glass or aluminum 'metal which will readuy‘ 
permit the passage of Xji‘ay radiations there-1 
through With- maiéii'riilm" éi?éi'elioyf _ 
In some cases where a counter tube ‘of rela 

tively small size is employed it ‘will be found 'd'ée‘ 
sir'able. to reciprocate it‘ vertically and syn 
chronou'sly with the rocking ‘or frame movement‘ 
of the drum 20 to insure that the penetrating rays 
of the X-ray beam will not escape entering the 
Sensitive region of the counter tubeas thé éoii'iitéi‘ 
tube then will follow’ the Vertical‘ scanning -‘615eréi 
tion.- A mechanism for e?fecting‘ a mcvem nt of 
this character is illustrated in Fig. 2m w has: 
indicates a tube-carrying frame, the vertical or‘ 
side' members of which nave the upper and lower‘ 
shafts 56 and 5'! respectively journalled thei‘ei’n... 
on their outer ends, said shafts carry upper and. 
1ower rollers 53 and 59 respectively, each pair of 
rollers being connected together by an‘ endless 
belt 60 which is held taut. Each beltcarriesj a 
block 6| provided‘ with a ‘strap “or clip 6-21 ‘for 
supporting the counter tube 52'. The lower shaft; 
51~carrles a bevel'gear?3 ‘meshing with a bevel. 
gear 64 the vertical shaft 65 or which‘l's journaued.‘ 
in the lower horizontal wall of the frame 55. 
The strip 5| previously described may‘ be pro» 

vided with a right-angled extension 66 carrying 
a curved rack 61 whose r'adiusyo‘f curvature is! 
‘concentric with the longitudinal ai'c'es' of’ pivots 
s1, s'aidr'ack meshing‘with apinion ‘at whose shaft. 
69 is journalled in a bracket 1-D which maybe 
fastened to the horizontal member I I. A ?exible 
drive shaft ‘H is ‘supported by a bearing member ' 
‘l2 and connects shafts 65' and E9‘ so that-as is‘ 
obvious, rocking or oscillation or the drum‘ 20: 
on its pivots 37 effects verticalsynchronous‘ vree 
ciprocation of the counter tube 52'. mantle-nee: 
trical conductors ‘I3 and ‘M are connected’ to ‘the 
wire and cylinder ofv the counter tube toting 
sulated binding posts 75 and thenceto the cite 
cuit of Fig. 1 about to be described. ‘ 
Again referring to Fig. 1, ‘l6 indicatesa ‘source 

of high voltage direct current‘ which is’ connected 
to the electrodes of the counte'rtube ii? for opera-e 
tion of the tube. The current developed ‘through 

i the counter ‘tube by successive ionizatio'ns or“ the 
gas therein. to generate electrical impulses cone ‘ 

' or them» forming-yto the elements‘ or the ‘i‘ g p _ ‘ ' ‘ 

Visible object examined‘, as a bone‘iii ‘thel‘ég '23; 
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7 
by the rays of the X-ray beam, produces a voltage 
drop across the high resistance TI. The voltage 
is impressed on the control grid of a suitable 
pentode mixer tube ‘is through a bias battery 19 
which brings the voltage on the control grid to a 
desirable Value for the operating characteristics 

A conventional carrier fre 
quency oscillator having a frequency approximat 
ing 100. kilocycles is indicated at'?ii. and is elec 
trically coupled to the second grid of the mixer 
tube '58 through a condenser 8 l . A high resistance 
is indicated at‘ 82 and is included in the return 
circuit for the oscillator and grid current, its pur 
pose being to apply a desirable D. C. voltage to the 
second grid‘of the mixer tube. The plate current 
of said mixer tube is passes through a transe‘ 
former >83 and is caused to flow by a battery as. 
Thefunction of the transformer 83 is to “match” 
the plate impedance of the mixer tube 18 to a co. 
axial transmission line ed, that is, to reduce the 
plate impedance to a value where it will feed said 
coaxialhtransmission line. All of the components 
numbered from it, to is inclusive constitute the 
preampli?er of the system which is positioned as 
close to the, Geiger-Mueller counter tube as is 
conveniently’ possible.’ . Said preampli?er acts to 
bring the level of the signal output of the counter 
tube 52 .to a value where it may be transmitted 
over the convenientlylong coaxial transmission 
line 85 to be ampli?ed and viewed on a fluorescent 
screen as will be presently described. 7 ~ 

‘ r The output of the preampli?er as obtained from 
the coaxial transmission line 85 consists of ;a 
modulated signal of a frequencygenerated by the 
oscillator as, the 'modulations being those im- ~ 
pressed on the mixer tube 78 by any variations in 
the ionizing currentv in the counter vtube 52. 
Variations in the ionizingjcurrent in the counter 
tube occur from variations in the intensity of the 
rays of the X-ray beam, as they scan the different 
radiodensities of the entity 23 under examination. 

The‘ coaxial transmission linedii terminates in 
the input of a conventional broad band ampli?er ‘ 
86,. preferably of the video type, having a ire" ' 
quency range manytiines that of an ordinary 
ampli?cation system. ‘Said broad band vampli?er 
85 ampli?es the signals receved by it to a do“ ' 
sirable level and feeds these signals to’ a. conven 
tional second detector circuit which is directé 
coupled to another stage of ampli?cation for com 
trolling the intensity grid of a cathode ray tele~ 
vision type tube This detector and ampli?er is 
indicated at 8?‘ and the cathode ray tube at 
88. The function of the detectorand ampli?er a‘: 
is to eliminate the carrier frequency and tore 
create, the shape of the impulses generatedby the 
counter tubefEiZ. Said'cathode ray tube 88 is pro 
vided with ‘the usual fluorescent screen "89 on 
which the image of the object examined is ‘made 
visible. The phosphor on said screen is of the per= 
sistent type, the duration its persistence being 
determined by the frame or vertical scanning 
rate previously referred to. ’ I 

V The-sharply focused beam of electrons modu~ ' 
lated in the cathode ray tube 88 by the impulses of 

10 

8 
impulses forira'me' or vertical synchronization are 
derived from the changes of impedance of coil 
Q8 of‘- solenoid ‘41 brought about by the reciproca 
tion of the tapered .core 5!! in said solenoid when 
the drum :and motor assembly oscillates on 
pivots3'l. ' . ' . ' 

A resistance 92 and battery 93§are connected in 
series 'with'the brushes 44 and 44'. At each in 
stant one of‘the segments 35 is engaged by‘ the 
contact brush‘ it’ a Voltage is developed across 
said resistance 92 to trigger or synchronize a con 
ventional relaxation oscillator indicated at 94 
which generates a voltage having aJsaw-tooth 
wave form which is impressed on the horizontal 

' deflecting, plates SI of the cathode ray tube 83.‘ 
For the frame or vertical synchronization, a 

source of alternating current 95 is provided whose 
frequency is in the neighborhood of 60 cycles or 
higher; This source of current is connected to the‘ 

' winding 'o'nthe sole'noidél. and to a transformer 
9.6.. The current in. the primary of the trans 
iormerjis then'varied as a result of the change in 
the impedance of the solenoid by virtue of’ the 
movement of its core therein. Said core 59 is so 

7 tapered that the final voltage which will be shown 
tobe appliediacross the vertical deflection plates 
5% of the cathode-ray oscilloscopetube' 88 varies 
indirect proportion to the angle of oscillation of 
the drum 25 on its pivots 3?. V ‘ 
The. alternating current: voltage developed 

across the secondary of transformer 96 is rec' 
tiiied by a conventional bridge type recti?er 9'3 

~ and the recti?ed voltage is ?ltered by a, condenser 
981110. eliminate‘ the usual ripple. The combina 

' tion oi the condenser 88 and a resistance 99 has a 
period such that the voltage across the de?ection 
plates 99 will closely follow the variations of volt? 
age brought about by the movement of the iron 
core. 56, yet will e?ectively ?lter the higher free 
duency'ripple set up by'the source’ of alternating 
current. The voltage thus produced across resist 
ance 99 is applied to the vertical de?ecting plates 

7 Bilof the cathode ray oscilloscope tube 88 through 

45 

the counter tube in the-manner’ described is de- ‘ 
?ected vertically and horizontally by its‘ conven 
tional pairs of vertical and horizontal de?ecting 
plates 9d and’ at respectively by changes of volt“ ' 
age impressed on said plates Theimpulses for. 
horizontal synchronization are derived from come‘ 
mutator 38 the contact segments 390i which ‘are’ 
successively engaged by the angled contact meme" 
ber 45 of contact brush es’ and the contact brush 
“which engages-the metallic ‘slip ring 43. The 
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a battery its which corrects the voltage to a 
proper value to center. the neutral position of the 
electron beam on the screen 89 of the oscilloscope. 
The inode ’ of operation of the apparatus will 

be apparent to one skilled in the arts of electronics 
and television. The rays of the electron'beam in 
the. cathode ray ' oscilloscope 88' scan the ?uo 
rescent screen 83 of the tube synchronously with. 
the scanning of the penetrating rays of the X-ray ' 
beam through the invisible object being examined. 
The spacing of the pin-holes 2i in'the drum 2% 

r f is such thatras anyvgiven pin-hole passes beyond 
the limitsjof the X-ray beam as de?ned or re 
stricted by the width of the aperture H’, the next 
succeeding pin-hole just enters the opposite limit 
of the beam. For the vertical scanning operation, 
.the diameter of the pin-holes is such‘ that the in~ 
dividual rays of the X-ray beam passing through 
successive pin-holes just touch or impinge on each 
other as the. scanning operation proceeds. " It. 
willbe noted. also that in both'the horizontal and 

--vertical scanning, : the longitudinal axis of the 
drum shaft always intersects the longitudinal 
axis of any given ray of the X-ray beam passing 
through the aperture l1’. Said rays are per 
mitted to pass through the pin-holes only and 
they are completely obstructed elsewhere. 
-The variations of intensity of theX—ray beam 

brought about by the penetration of the rays 
throughthe invisible object examined, such as 
bone, muscle, bullets ‘or ‘other, foreign objects, 
when the apparatus-is used in surgery for in? 



‘imity to the drum mechanism. ‘ 
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stance, cause similar variations in the ionizing 
current in the Geiger-Mueller counter tube 52. 
These current variations are then ampli?ed in 
such manner as to control the intensity of the 
electron beam in the oscilloscope 88 resulting 
therefrom and which illuminates the ?uorescent 
screen 89 of said oscilloscope tube and permits 
visual inspection of theimage of the entity ex 
amined on said screen. Since the phosphor of 
the screen 89 is persistent for the duration of a 

_ frame, the image will remain constant on the 
screen for each frame and will be recreated for 
the next succeeding frame.‘ There will be a 
blending of the old and new images thus created 
to exhibit a smooth change even if the examined 
object is moved slowly. The ?uorescent screen 
may be illuminated brightly by the employment 
of a high accelerating voltage for the beam in the 
oscilloscope tube and the diameter of the screen 
may be varied to suit one’s convenience. 
Should the apparatus be used for exhibiting the 

image of the object examined to a large audience, 
a plurality of cathode ray oscilloscope tubes may 
be connected to the output of the video ampli?er 
and to the synchronizing circuits to reproduce the 
image of. the object examined‘ at a number‘ of 
separated places. ‘ Furthermore, a photographic 
?lm or plate may be placed against the screen of 
the cathode ray tube to photograph the image, or . 
a camera may be focused on the screen for the 
same purpose. H Shouldit be necessary to inspect a 
relatively small portion of the invisible object 
examined with more detail, that can be accom 
plished by positioning the object in closer prox 

When the apparatus is employed for surgical 
manipulation, such for instance, as the reduction 
of fractures or foreign body removals, the patient, 
surgeon and others are free from danger of over 
exposure to the X-rays as it has been estimated 
that the total radiation passing through exposed 
tissue will approximate 2><10-6 that which would 
be required for ordinary ‘X-ray ?uoroscopy. ‘The 
number and size of the‘ pin-holes 2i employed, 
the size and speed of‘rotation of the drum 2|! and 
the size of the reduction gears and cam mecha 
nism obviously may vary to meet varying condi 
tions but it is desirable that the characteristics of 
the parts be such as to ‘give the substantial equiv 
alent of 150 to 200 line scanning at one frame per 
second. i 

The operation of the apparatus has been de 
scribed when the Geiger-Mueller counter tube 52 
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plying a reversed voltage to the counter tube dur 
ing part of the cycle to sweep up the positive 
ions collected about the central wire 54 of the 
counter tube formed by the avalanche process 
upon the occurrence of an ionizing event and re 
turn them a relatively short distance to the wire. 
The ?ring rate of the counter tube, accordingly, 
is considerably accelerated. By employing this 
reversed voltage the number of scanned lines per 
second of the invisible object examined may be 
increased to give more detail to the image of 
the object and theframe rate may also be in 
creased to follow rapidmotions of the examined 
object. Most of the other previously described 
components of .the apparatus such as the drum 
and motor assembly, synchronizing circuits and 
oscilloscope tube are identical in this alternative 
method, the operating circuits of the X-ray tube 
and counter tube only being modi?ed. 
With reference to Figs-4 and 5, the X-ray 

tube id is supplied with high voltage from a 
conventional transformer llll, recti?er tube I62 
and condenser I03. In addition, a saw-tooth 
Wave generator H34, preferably operating on a 
frequency of 2D kilocycles or higher, is employed 
which is electrically connected to the focusing 
cup or cylinder ll of the X-ray tube, the con» 
?guration of the wave generated by said gen 
erator it“! being indicated at N35 to the right 
of that element. The cross-sectional density of 
the stream of electrons or the electronic beam 
emitted from the heating cathode of the X-ray 
tube changes rapidly and intermittently to follow 

_ the saw-tooth wave Hi5 andthe width of said 

operates as a proportional counter having an 
operating voltage across the counter which gen~ 
erates a pulse size proportional to the number of 
ions formed in the initial ionizing event. It may 
be desirable in some cases, however, to operate 
the counter tube in the Geiger or the most sensi 
tive region of operating voltage and in which the 
size of the pulse is independent of the number of 
ions produced in the initial ionizing event. When 
operating in the Geiger region, the ampli?cation 
of the counter ‘tube is‘increased considerably. ‘ 
‘ According to the method to be described and 
when the counter tube operates in ‘its Geiger or 
most sensitive region :with its voltage exceeding 
that of threshold value,‘ graded variations of bril 
liance of theimage of‘ the‘invisible object ex 
amined may be obtained on the fluorescent screen 
of the cathode ray} oscilloscope irrespective of 
the “all or none’f-character of the discharge in 
thecounter tube, ‘ Additionally, ,means are em; 
p‘loyed whleieb‘yl the} are iiite‘qilcricy response of 
the counter ‘tube is considerably ‘increased by ap 
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beam striking the anode target; 16 changes pe 
riodically from a wide beam to a sharp one be 
cause of the variation in voltage applied to the 
focusing cup I‘! of the X-ray tube although the 
total current remains substantially constant. As 
the width of the electronic beam varies, the area 
of the target spot of the anode target it varies 
proportionately to thereby vary the intensity of 
the X-ray beam produced by each point of the 
target and thus increase or decrease the inten 
sity of that beam and its individual rays which 
are projected through the pin-holes 2!, through 
the object examined and into the counter tube 
52. This comes about because a relatively small 
portion of the focal point of the target is the 
source of any single ray of the X-ray beam which 
passes unobstructedly through and is confined by 
any given pin-hole at any given instant. The 
e?ect, accordingly, is the production of an X-ray 
beam the intensity of which varies periodically 
and rapidly from a relatively small value to a 
relatively large value many. times during the 
scanning ‘of a single line of the invisible object 
examined. In practice it willbe found desirable 
to adjust the total X-ray tube current so that 
the amount of radiation projected into the count 
er tube ‘52, after penetration, for instance, of 
an examined ‘object of'medium radio-density, 
such as a small bone, is sufficient merely to cause 
the counter tube to discharge ‘when the X-ray 
beam has avalue about mid-way between its 
minimum and maximum intensity. , 
For supplying current to the counter tube 52 

in the modi?ed apparatus it will be found desir 
able to employ a common square Wave generator 
Hit connected so as to produce a stronger nega 
tive pulse ‘as compared with the polarity and volt 
age or‘ thebattery Ill‘! so that ‘its voltage output 
resembles the. shapeot graphjylll8 shown at the 
right of. that?lémen Thetotalnaction of bat 
tery I91 andthesquare wav‘e'ge‘nerator [06in 
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s'ity in transit throughout the sweep only by the 
density of the object, means for rotating said 
scanning mechanism and means for oscillating 
the same. i 

3. In an apparatus of the character described, 
a source of a beam of X-rays, a gas counter tube, 
scanning mechanism for scanning an invisible 
object interposed between said scanning mecha 
ism and said counter tube, said mechanism being 
mounted to both rotate and oscillate thereby‘ 
providing a two-dimensional beam sweep and said 
gas counter tube being mounted to have transi 
tional movement in one dimensional direction 
of the scanning sweep, means for rotating said; 
scanning mechanism, means for oscillating the 
same, and means connecting the scanning mech 
anism and gas counter tube so as to impart tran 
sitional movement to said tube synchronously 
with movement of the scanning mechanism in the 
said one dimensional direction. 

Zl. In an apparatus of the character described, 
a source of ‘an X-ray beam, a gas counter tube, 
scanning mechanism positioned intermediate 
said source and said gas counter tube, said mech 
anism including a member having a circular 
series of holes therein around said source for 
successively receiving individual rays of said 
beam therethrough and said member also being 
so mounted as to both rotate around and to osoil-‘ 
late with respect to said source, a shield inter 
posed between said source and said member and 
provided with an opening therein to limit the 
crossusectional area of said.1 beam in its path 
from said source to said member, means for ro 
tating said member to pass the holes thereof 
across the beam path through the said opening, 
and means for oscillating said memberto move 
said ‘holes across said beam, path and in a direc 
tion transverse to the, direction of rotation of 
said holes whereby any given hole passing said 
shield opening has components of movement si~ 
multaneously in both dimensional directions of 
said opening. ‘ 

5. In an apparatusof the character described, 
source of an X-“ray beam, a gas counter tube, - 

scanning mechanism positioned intermediate said 
source and said gas counter tube for directing in 
dividual rays of said beam through an invisible 
object and into said counter tube, said scanning 
mechanism including a rotatable drum substan- ' 
tially concentric with said source of X-ray beam 
and having pin-holes therein for successively re 
ceiving individual rays of the aforesaid beam 
therethrough, said pin-holes ‘being equally spaced 
from each other and from an edge of the drum 
and positioned in alignment ‘with and in a cir 
cular series around said source of the X-ray beam, 
means for rotating said drum, a lead-like shield 
interposed between said‘ drum‘ and source and 
provided with an aperture therein in the path of 
a predetermined arcuate beam sweep from said 
source to said pin-holes, and means for imparting 
a rocking movement to said drum synchronously 
with its speed of rotation. 

6. In an apparatus of the character described, 
source of X-ray radiations, a gas counter tube 
the Geiger-Mueller type for detecting the ele 

ments of an image screated by directing said 
Y ray radiations through an invisible object, a 
scanning device mounted to both rotate and oscil 
late and having a circular series of pin-holes 
therein, said scanning device being positioned 
intermediate said source and counter tube in all 
of its positions of rotation and oscillation, means 
for rotating said scanning device, means for oscil 
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lating the same, a cathode ray tube having a 
?uorescent screen and a cathode ray gun and 
focusing control electrically connected with said 
counter tube for providing a cathode ray beam 
varying in intensity to accord with the intensity 
of the X-ray radiations received by said counter 
tube, de?ecting plates in‘said cathode ray tube 
having electrical connections with said scanning 
device, and means associated with said scanning 
device for electrically varying the plate poten 
tials of said cathode ray tube through said elec 
trical connections in predetermined accord with 
the rotation and oscillation of said scanning 
device. 

7. In an apparatus of the character described; 
a source of an X-ray beam, means for periodically 
and intermittently varying the intensity of said 
X-ray beam, a gas counter tube of the Geiger 
Mueller type, an annular member concentric with 
and rotatable around said source of X-ray beam 
and mounted to oscillate on a pivot Whose lon 
gitudinal axis is ‘substantially parallel to said 
counter tube for successively directing individual 

of said beam both horizontally and vertically 
through an invisible object to create an invisible 

thereof and to produce successive ioniza 
tions of the gas in the counter tube conforming 
to the elements of the invisible‘ image, means for 
rotating said annular member ‘and means for 
oscillating the same. ‘ l ' - 

8. In an apparatus of the character described, 
an Xqray tube for generating a‘ beam of X-rays 
and comprising a‘ cathode,‘ an anode target and 
a focusing cup for directing the electrons emitted 
by said cathode to said anode target, means for 
supplying electric current to said cathode and 
anode, a gas counter tube, scanning means be 
tween said X-ray tube and counter tube for suc 
cessively directing the rays of said X-ray beam 
through an invisible object and into the counter 
tube to produce successive pulses in said counter 
tube conforming in intensity to the elements of 
an image of the invisible object, electronic means 
electrically‘ connected with said counter tube for 
recreating its output into a visible image of the 
object, and means for supplying a current of 
varying voltage to the focusing cup of said X-ray 
tube to thereby vary the intensity of the X~ray 
beam. 

,9. In an apparatus of the character described, 
a source of an X-ray beam, scanning mechanism 
having a member adapted to both rotate and 
oscillate for successively directing individual rays 
of said X-ray beam through an invisible object 

' both horizontally and vertically to create an in 
visible image thereohineans for rotating said 
member, means for oscillating'rthe same, a gas 
counter ‘tube in the path of said rays through 
the object for detecting the elements of the in~ 
visibleimage so created and for generating elec 
trical pulses conforming to said elements, a source 
of high voltage direct current connected to the 
electrodes of the counter tube, a preampli?er in 
cluding a carrier frequency oscillator and a 
pentode mixer tube coupled to the source of high 
voltage and one of the electrodes of the counter 
tube, a broad band ampli?er having a high fre 
quency range connected to and for receiving the 
ouput or said preampli?er, a carrier frequency 
eliminator coupled to said broad band ampli?er 
for eliminating the carrier frequency transmitted 
thereto by the ampli?er, a cathode ray tube hav 
ing an electron gun coupled to the carrier fre 
quency eliminator for recreating the output of 
said eliminator into an electronic beam conform 



1:5 
ingztdthe'a 'puls‘eswgenerated: by , said - counter tub e, 

fluorescent’ screen-for said cathode ray tube 
opposite said'f-gun, and" de?ecting. plates in said 
cathode'r'aytubewith onepair thereof electrically 
connected; to‘ said-‘means I for rotating ' said mem~= 
ber'and another pair connected to the means for 
oscillating-.isaidf member for directing the rays of 
said electronic- beam: to. said» fluorescent screen 
synchronously with-the.‘ vertical and horizontal 
movements? of saidzsca-nning' mechanism. : ' 

10; In an apparatus of-the character described, 
Y~raytube-for generating: a beam of X-rays 

and'providedrwith the usual cathode and anode 
target, means electrically connected to said X-ray 
tube? for periodically varying the cross-sectional 
dehsity'orthestream-of electrons emitted by the 
cathode to vary‘ correspondingly the intensity of 
the X91336!’ beam;.n'oe'ansiv in the path of the X-ray 
beam.‘ for projecting: individualrays of their -ray 
beam! progressively through an invisible object to 

. create an'invisiblerimage thereof, a gas counter 
tribe inl'thepath ofis'a‘id' individual rays for de 
tecting' the elementsaofqthe invisible. image and 
for producing .a-vsuc'cession of electrical pulses con 
forming? in intensity to:the elements of said in 
visibleimage; a: generator connected to and for 
applying a voltageof intermittent reverse polarity 
to said‘ gas counterituber for increasing its pulse 
frequency response synchronously with the varia 
tions in the intensity of the X-ray beam, ampli 
f'yi-n-g'means connected to‘ the output of said gas 
counter tube-ion‘ amplifying thes'ame, and means 
connectedto'saidlampliiying-means for recreating 

7 its pulseicfrequen'eyj response? synchronously with 
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said ampli?edoutput in'toaa visible image con- a 
forming to theaior'esaid invisible image. 
i 11. In-an: apparatus oithe-character described, 
source of an X-ray' beam, means connected 

to-said‘ source-‘for periodically varying the in 
tensity of said‘ beam, means in the path of said 
K-ray beam for‘ projecting. successive individual 
ray-soil saidbeamithrough‘ an invisible object to 
create an invisible? image thereof; a @915 6011111761" 
tube in the path or said'individual rays for de 
tecting the elementsv of the invisible image and 
for producing a“ succession of pulses conforming 

intensity topth'e elements‘ of. said invisible 
image; a generatorconnec'ted to and for applying 

voltage‘ of; intermittentzreverse polarity to said 
gas counter tube for increasing its pulse frequency 
response synchronously'withr the variations. in the 
intensity of the‘X-ray beam, a capacity resistance 
bridge connected to‘ said’ generator and counter 
tube, means’ connected with and for amplifying 

output, of said counter tube, a thyratron 
coupled» tosaid ampli?er, and means connected 
with and: controlled“ by said counter tube for re 
creatingthe output of said thyratron into a visible 
image conforming to‘ the aforesaid invisible 
image; a a’ 

a’ 1-2.‘ Injanappa'ratus: of the character described, 
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a: sourcee o? arrzxn-rayr beanie. means; connected-t 
with saidri:sourceefor:periodicalmvarying thedne 
tensitygiofzsaid' beam-emeans: in'zthezpath OffSELid' 
beam for directing successive individualrays'of 

‘beam throu'ghian; invisible; object 1 to create 
an 1 invisible: image: thereof, ,a .gas ; counter". tube 
in . the patlr ofrthez:saidsindividual;rays‘ for de 
tecting; ther:elements:of.;the;. invisible" image and. 
for" producing; ,a‘: succession of ; electrical pulses 
con-forming; in : intensity ~ to; the ; elements of. said 
invisible: image, axgenerator; connected with and 
for applying at voltage. of; intermittent'reverse 
polarity~ ‘to’. saidlzgas'f counter .tube; for. increasing 

the variations;imtheintensity:of:theiXrray beam, 
an ampli?ers: connectedi with: andiifor: amplifying 
the output'of: said-1 counterv tube, a ,thyratron 
coupled torsaid ampli?er; means; connected with 
and for applying; agvarying. plateavoltage to‘ said 
thyratron synchronouslyv Withiv the: variation. in 
the: X~ray\ beam: intensity, .andimeans connected 
through: said: thyratrointov said counter tube for 
recreatingv the output: of said: thyratron intoa 
visible: image: conforming: to: the aforesaid in~ 
visible image: a ' 
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